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INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


Set yourself a challenge to ride without a computer or a destination in mind. No stats,  
no Strava. No measure of success or failure. Not even the concept of success or failure.


What‘s it like? How do you feel? How is it different from your usual rides? Then repeat three 
more times and each time capture your feelings here.


RIDE 1


DESCRIPTION 


FEELINGS 


RIDE 2


DESCRIPTION 


FEELINGS 


GET OUT AND RIDE







RIDE 3


DESCRIPTION 


FEELINGS 


RIDE 4


DESCRIPTION 


FEELINGS 












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE 


Once again, we‘re all about the love. We‘re going to look once more at the lists of things you 
love about cycling – both intrinsically and extrinsically – that you made in Stage 3 (WHERE 
IS THE LOVE? and LOVIN‘ IT) . If you can think of anything new to add to these lists as  
you do this exercise, go for it.


Decide whether each entry is a performance goal or an enjoyment goal. For example, 
feeling the wind on your face is an enjoyment goal. Smashing a Strava segment? That‘s  
a performance goal. A cold post-ride pint in the pub is definitely about enjoyment. Coming 
first in a race is more about performance, even if you really enjoy it.


First, check the E or P box for each of your answers. Then and add up the scores for all your 
E and P goals. Remember, you marked each out of 5. Log the total scores here. 


TOTAL ENJOYMENT GOALS  


TOTAL PERFORMANCE GOALS 


TOTAL ENJOYMENT SCORE 


TOTAL PERFORMANCE SCORE 


What does this tell you about yourself? Are you more motivated by enjoyment  
or performance? 


LOVE CALCULATOR












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


This is an exercise in observation and analysis, designed to help you understand where your 
feelings are coming from. 


SITUATION
Think of three recent situations that caused a significant emotional reaction. 


1.  


2.  


3.  


FEELING


How did each situation make you feel? Put a name to your emotion and flag it as positive 
or negative.


1.  


2.  


3.  


JUDGEMENT


What value judgement are you making about the situation? This gets to the heart of why 
you‘re making a judgement and how that judgement is affecting the way you feel.


HOW DO YOU FEEL?


+ -












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


When was the last time you felt you had to do something out of a sense of duty or obligation?


WHAT WAS THE SITUATION?


We‘re looking for a situation where you could have done something different, but you felt you 
really had to do this. 


WHAT WAS YOUR OBLIGATION?
Why did you feel a sense of duty? 


HOW DID YOU FEEL WHEN WILLPOWER GOT YOU THROUGH?
What was going on in your head when you forced yourself to do whatever you had to do?


KEEP ON KEEPING ON












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


Mental cycling is about getting to know yourself better. There‘s no better way to do this than 
by reflecting on a ride. I can‘t recommend ride reports highly enough. Complete this exercise 
after your next ride, and then repeat frequently. The more you do, the more you‘ll learn –  
and the bigger the benefits.


MEMORY
What happened today?


BE MORE KATE







EVALUATE | NAME x TRANSFORM OR TREASURE
What happened today?


EVALUATE  |  NEGATIVE NAME TRANSFORM


1.


2.


3.


EVALUATE  |  POSITIVE NAME TREASURE


1.


2.


3.







ACTION
What will I do now?


LEARNING
What have I learned about myself?












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


To complete this short but important exercise, you‘ll need absolute honesty. What do you 
do that you don‘t really enjoy doing? Riding in the rain? Stretching after a ride? Training 
through the winter? Climbing? Descending? Dealing with mechanical problems? This is 
about noticing when your Yeah, But comes to life, and what it tells you. 


WHAT DO YOU FORCE YOURSELF TO DO?
Think of some things you do that, quite frankly, you‘d rather not do.


WHY DON‘T YOU ENJOY DOING THESE THINGS?
Give this some thought and figure out what‘s at the root of your dislikes.


YEAH BUT NO BUT YEAH BUT







WHAT DOES YOUR YEAH, BUT VOICE TELL YOU? 
Some of us have extraordinarily strong, persuasive, and imaginative Yeah, But voices. I know 
I do! Your responses don‘t have to relate precisely to your examples – just recall and write 
down some typical things your Yeah, But voice tells you when you‘re having to use willpower. 












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


Let‘s give your self-esteem a boost. You may find this easy because you already know 
you‘re awesome, or it may go against the grain because you tend towards modest self-
effacement. Either way, take those Three Mental Breaths and think about what you‘ve done 
with your cycling so far. What are your greatest hits? 


You must write three answers for the first two questions. No excuses!


THINGS I LIKE MOST ABOUT MYSELF AS A CYCLIST
What are you good at? 


1.   


2.  


3.  


MY PROUDEST CYCLING ACHIEVEMENTS
These can be big or small things. Challenge your thinking and don‘t necessarily go for your 
longest ride or biggest climb. What really matters to you and makes you proud? 


1.  


2.    


3.   


BE YOURSELF







THINGS I‘D LOVE TO DO ON MY BIKE 
It doesn‘t matter whether you think you can do them right now. Or perhaps ever. Indulge your 
imagination and get your dreams down on paper.












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


This is a visualisation exercise designed to help you feel the way you should feel on a perfect 
bike ride. If you would like to do this as a guided exercise, which many people find really 
helpful, listen to the audio session on the website here: mentalcyclist.com/resources. 


If you‘d prefer just to follow this abbreviated text, get yourself somewhere comfy and quiet 
for the next few minutes. Read through the steps below and do them in your own time. 


STEP 1


Take your Three Mental Breaths and relax. 


Release your imagination and picture the most incredible, most exciting, most enjoyable  
bike ride you could possibly experience. Visualise every detail. Every sight and every sound. 
Every smell and every sensation. Can you feel your hands on the bars? Your feet in the 
pedals? Your bum on the saddle? Can you feel the air on your face? Can you hear the tyres 
on the road? What can you see up ahead? 


Imagine you can do anything, be anywhere. Forget practical. Forget affordable. Forget 
realistic. There‘s no “I can‘t”. No “I shouldn‘t”. No “I won‘t”. You‘re a perfect person in  
a perfect world. 


Soak up the sensations from your senses and feel yourself on your bike. You‘re in a deep 
state of flow. Experience your ride with the mind of a five-year old who knows that anything 
is possible. No barriers, no filters. You‘re a Mental Cyclist. Let your imagination ride free.  


STEP 2


When you‘re ready, ease yourself out of your visualisation. Remember your feelings, and sit 
with them for a moment or two. Now gently ask yourself:


 — How do I feel about myself right now?


THE ME YOU COULD BE


That‘s the way you should always feel, right? So let‘s call it your Feel Goal. Capture your 
amazing feeling right now so you can always refer to it. I‘m not going to give you any 
prompts about what you might say because this should come straight from your gut in your  
own words.







I FEEL 












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE 


We‘ve just looked at several strategies for dealing with stress on a bicycle. This exercise is 
all about reflection, imagination, and practice. First, reflect on a stressful situation when you 
reacted in a way that wasn‘t particularly helpful, like our old friend William Foster in Falling 
Down. Then imagine behaving differently in that exact same situation. 


Next time you encounter a stress-inducing situation on your bike, take your Three Mental 
Breaths and put a little (breathing) space between yourself and what‘s just happened. Think 
about this exercise and imagine how you could react differently to normal.


SITUATION 
What happened? 


MIND (RE)TRAINING







REACTION
How did you react when it happened? Just the facts here, including any consequences.


FEELING
How did you feel when it happened? Again, just the facts.


PERCEPTION
How did you judge the situation when it happened? Think beyond your feelings and reaction, 
and get to the heart of why it made you feel and behave as it did.







ALTERNATIVE REACTION
How could you have reacted differently? Can you imagine not being a slave to your emotions? 


ALTERNATIVE FEELING
Could you have felt differently? What would have been more rational and helpful?


ALTERNATIVE PERCEPTION
How could you have perceived and judged the situation differently, so you didn‘t feel and 
behave the way you did?












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


You can‘t force flow, but you can enable the conditions that make it more likely. For this 
exercise, I‘d like you to think back to the last time you lost track of time because you were in 
a flow state on your bike. This will be a situation when you experienced intrinsic enjoyment 
in what you were doing, and were completely and utterly lost in the moment. What were the 
conditions that enabled you to enter that flow state? 


SITUATION
What was different about this particular ride? 


CHALLENGE
How did the level of challenge correspond to your resources?


LOST IN SPACE







FEELING 
How did you feel during the experience, both physically and mentally?


REPEAT
What can you do to feel this way again? How can you change your rides? 












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


What do you tell yourself when your Cruel Critic gets into its stride? And how do you feel 
and react as a result? This exercise is useful after every ride and training session. There‘s 
always the prospect of a bath or a beer to enjoy post-ride, but getting up close and personal 
with your Cruel Critic is really important. Do it in the bath with a beer if you like, but definitely 
do it. When you reflect on your experiences and identify your triggers, you can begin to 
unlearn the beliefs that lead you to make negative value judgements. 


WHAT ARE YOUR TRIGGERS FOR NEGATIVE SELF-TALK?


A trigger is what sets your cruel critic off on one of its diatribes. They‘re different for everyone. 
Your triggers may be pain from pushing yourself harder than usual, missing a performance 
target, the frustrations of a mechanical issue, a sudden change in the weather, or pretty 
much anything that happens on a bike. Focus on your top three triggers.


1.  


2  .  


3.   


WHAT DOES YOUR CRUEL CRITIC TELL YOU? 
When you‘re riding, use your Three Mental Breaths to bring yourself fully into the moment: 
then listen to what‘s being said in your head. Don‘t worry about whether the self-talk is true 
or false, rational or irrational. 


TELL IT LIKE IT ISN‘T







HOW DOES YOUR CRUEL CRITIC MAKE YOU FEEL? 
Not great, for sure – but try to be specific about the emotions you experience when you‘re 
dealing with negative self-talk.


HOW DOES YOUR CRUEL CRITIC AFFECT YOUR BEHAVIOUR? 
A change in your emotional condition can have consequences for your ride. Note any 
changes in your behaviour.












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


In this exercise, you‘re going to frame every negative thing you say about yourself as a 
limiting belief, using the format: I can‘t do X, because Y.


You can approach this from either direction. First, write down any limiting beliefs you‘re aware 
of in the Y column, and work out exactly what they stop you doing. Any limiting belief can 
stop you doing lots of things, so there‘s space here for three X factors for every Y factor. 
Once you‘ve done that, think about anything else you can‘t or don‘t do right now, and put it 
in the X column. Then work out why you can‘t or don‘t do it. Is there a limiting belief at work? 
Pop it in the Y column. 


WHAT ARE YOUR LIMITING BELIEFS, AND WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES?
You might want to turn back to Stage 5 to revisit your Cruel Critic before you begin. 


I CAN‘T DO X:


I CAN‘T DO X:


DO X:


I CAN‘T DO X:


 LOCATE YOUR LIMITING BELIEFS


BECAUSE Y:


BECAUSE Y:


BECAUSE Y:







I CAN‘T DO X:


DO X:


I CAN‘T DO X:


ARE YOUR LIMITING BELIEFS TRUE?
Look at each of your limiting beliefs and ask yourself honestly: is it true? Really? Sometimes 
the act of writing it down is enough to help you see that what you think you believe isn‘t 
actually justified and true. Draw a line through any limiting beliefs you‘re happy to discard. 
You should be left only with limiting beliefs you firmly believe to be true.


DO YOUR LIMITING BELIEFS MATTER?
Now ask yourself: how much do you care about the things that these limiting beliefs stop 
you from doing? Score out any that don‘t really matter to you. You should now be left only 
with limiting beliefs you firmly believe to be true and have consequences that matter to you. 
We‘ll return to them shortly. 


BECAUSE Y:


BECAUSE Y:












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


In this exercise, you‘re going to visualise the cyclist you want to be. There‘s only one rule: you 
can only use positive words and phrases. What emerges when you focus on the positive and 
don‘t leave any room for self-criticism? 


If you‘re British, this may feel quite unnatural. We‘re not often encouraged to flatter ourselves. 
But we can change that right here. It‘s important to do so, because if we don‘t know who we 
want to be, we can‘t work out how we‘re going to get there – or know when we‘ve arrived. 
And, of course, this is solely between yourself and your journal, so you don‘t need to worry 
about anybody else seeing what you‘re writing. Be positive, and be bold!


Start with a positive I AM statement, then build on it with a future-gazing statement about 
how you could be even better. Repeat until you feel awesome :) 


I AM  


I WILL BE 


I AM  


I WILL BE 


I AM  


I WILL BE 


I AM  


I WILL BE 


I AM  


I WILL BE 


BE THE “ME” YOU WANT TO BE 







I AM  


I WILL BE 


I AM  


I WILL BE 


I AM  


I WILL BE 


I AM  


I WILL BE 


I AM  


I WILL BE 


I AM  


I WILL BE 


I AM  


I WILL BE 


I AM  


I WILL BE 












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


Now it‘s time to start a love letter to your cycling. We‘re looking for your intrinsic motivators: 
things you love about cycling regardless of any bigger outcome down the line. It‘s Jam Today 
all the way, baby! As before, score each entry from 1-5, where 1 is you quite like it, and 5 is 
you love it with all your heart. Leave the E and P checkboxes blank. 


I LIKE DOING
This might include riding downhill fast, cruising on a sunny day, competing with your club, 
racing for segments, weaving through traffic on the morning commute etc.


I LIKE FEELING
This might include the satisfaction of getting lighter and fitter, the camaraderie of the road, 
the freedom to go anywhere on two wheels, pride in your achievements etc.


Score   E       P


Score   E       P


WHERE IS THE LOVE?












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE







CHANGE YOUR MIND. CHANGE YOUR RIDE.





		Blank Page










INSIDE KNOWLEDGE 


When was the last time you felt that your willpower let you down – and how did you react? 
This should be a situation where you believe you could have continued physically, but your 
mind said: nope.


WHAT WAS THE SITUATION?
We‘re looking for a situation where you tried your best, but your willpower waved the white 
flag.


WHY COULDN‘T YOU GO ON?
Describe your mindset when you decided to stop.


HOW DID YOU FEEL ABOUT WHAT HAPPENED?
Did you see it as a failure? If so, did you beat yourself up? 


HIT ME BABY, ONE MORE TIME












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


 Attitude is an adjective. Or rather, a collection of applied adjectives. On these pages, we have 
a big list of positive adjectives. For your next three rides, I invite you to select a set of three 
adjectives and make this your attitude du jour. But don‘t just check the boxes. Take your 
Three Mental Breaths and visualise yourself embodying each attitude on your ride, come 
what may. It only takes a minute for each one, but that minute will repay itself massively on 
the ride if you find yourself in a stressful situation.


Adaptable .............................................................................................................................................. 


Adventurous ......................................................................................................................................... 


Ambitious .............................................................................................................................................. 


Brave ........................................................................................................................................................ 


Calm ......................................................................................................................................................... 


Careful ..................................................................................................................................................... 


Cheery ..................................................................................................................................................... 


Considerate .......................................................................................................................................... 


Creative ................................................................................................................................................... 


Decisive ................................................................................................................................................... 


Determined ........................................................................................................................................... 


Dynamic ................................................................................................................................................. 


Easy-going ........................................................................................................................................... 


Energetic ................................................................................................................................................ 


Enthusiastic .......................................................................................................................................... 


Exuberant .............................................................................................................................................. 


Fair-minded ......................................................................................................................................... 


Fearless ................................................................................................................................................... 


Forceful ................................................................................................................................................... 


Friendly .................................................................................................................................................... 


Generous ................................................................................................................................................ 


Helpful ..................................................................................................................................................... 


Ride  1 2 3


MADE-TO-MEASURE ATTITUDE







Imaginative ............................................................................................................................................ 


Independent .......................................................................................................................................... 


Intelligent ................................................................................................................................................ 


Inventive .................................................................................................................................................. 


Kind ........................................................................................................................................................... 


Optimistic .............................................................................................................................................. 


Passionate ............................................................................................................................................. 


Patient ..................................................................................................................................................... 


Persistent ............................................................................................................................................... 


Philosophical......................................................................................................................................... 


Powerful ................................................................................................................................................. 


Practical .................................................................................................................................................. 


Pragmatic .............................................................................................................................................. 


Pro-active ............................................................................................................................................. 


Quick-witted ....................................................................................................................................... 


Rational ................................................................................................................................................... 


Reliable .................................................................................................................................................... 


Resourceful ........................................................................................................................................... 


Self-confident ..................................................................................................................................... 


Self-disciplined ................................................................................................................................... 


Sensible .................................................................................................................................................. 


Sociable .................................................................................................................................................. 


Thoughtful ............................................................................................................................................. 


Tough ........................................................................................................................................................ 


Versatile .................................................................................................................................................. 


..................................................................................................................................................................... 


..................................................................................................................................................................... 


..................................................................................................................................................................... 












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


Whenever your internal Cruel Critic starts its nonsense, take every negative statement or 
thought and flip it. Find the opposite. Replace negative self-talk with positive affirmations. 
For example, if your Cruel Critic tells you that you‘re not up to it, the converse is to affirm 
that you‘re very much up to it. When the Cruel Critic makes you doubt yourself, focus on 
your confidence instead. A good starting point is when you captured some of your negative 
self-talk earlier. Revisit that now, and let it guide your statements below.


START WITH THE NEGATIVE 
Write up to 5 negative statements about yourself as a cyclist. If you sometimes judge 
yourself harshly, get it down in writing here. If you think you‘re a quitter, say so. If you wish 
you were more motivated to get fit, capture that here.  


1.  


2.  


3.  


4.  


5.  


NO GUTS, NO GLORY







FLIP TO THE POSITIVE 
Now write the opposite statement. This can be as simple as removing negative words like 
NOT and replacing DON‘T with DO. How does it feel when you switch the negatives to 
positives? Good? Good! Keep doing it.


1.  


2.  


3.  


4.  


5.  












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


Here‘s a fun exercise for getting a handle on what freaks you out. Make a list of situations in 
cycling that you find stressful, and score each from 1-5, where 1 is something you can usually 
shrug off and 5 turns you into William Foster with a bazooka. 


Focus on external factors here – things that can happen to you. There‘s an important 
difference between falling off your bike because you hit a patch of ice, which is external, and 
fear of descending, which is internal. Both are stressful but internal stress factors are best 
treated as limiting beliefs, as we‘ve just done.


1.  


2.  


3.  


4.  


5.  


6.  


7.  


8.  


9.  


10.  


STRESS MONKEY BUSINESS












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE 


Let‘s continue your love letter to your cycling. Now we‘re looking for your extrinsic motivators, 
which means your important goals. It‘s helpful to split these into three categories: 


 — Physiological goals for your body. These might include achieving a desired level of 
fitness, improving your lung capacity, or looking good naked.


 — Psychological goals for your mind. For example, improving mental health, cultivating 
the feeling of calm that comes from riding mindfully, or the self-satisfaction of 
looking good naked.


 — Experiential goals for your soul. For you, that might mean the joy of a stunning view, 
the excuse to have cycling breaks in sunny places, or the tangential benefits that 
come from looking good naked. 


As before, score each entry from 1-5, where 1 is least important to you, and 5 is most 
important. Leave the E and P checkboxes blank.


MY BODY GOALS Score   E       P


LOVIN‘ IT







MY MIND GOALS


MY EXPERIENCE GOALS


Score   E       P


Score   E       P












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


Chances are you privately compare yourself with a few benchmarks in your cycling life. 
Friends, perhaps, or enemies, or family members, or fellow club riders, or that annoying 
neighbour with the ten-grand Pinarello and Rapha gear who flies up the road like a pro  
on EPO.


WHO DO YOU COMPARE YOURSELF TO?
Be honest – nobody’s going to read this but you!


WHAT MATTERS TO YOU?
You might monitor other people’s Strava stats to benchmark your personal performance,  
or check who’s sweatier and gaspier at the end of a ride.


WHO DO YOU LOVE?







HOW DO YOU FEEL WHEN YOU DO WELL OR BADLY IN YOUR COMPARISONS?
This is about the emotional consequences of your comparisons. Again, be honest. It’s ok 
to say “I feel smug when I beat Iain to the top of the hill” or “I feel rubbish when I can’t beat 
Frank despite all my training” – if that’s the truth of the matter.












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


The best way to make mindfulness a part of your life is to follow a course. I‘m a huge fan of 
Headspace, the meditation app, for example. However, I believe it‘s possible to learn one core 
technique quite quickly – and to benefit from it whenever you hear the Cruel Critic whisper 
negativity in your inner ear. With a mindful approach, you can let such thoughts pass through 
you without reacting to them.


It‘s helpful to follow a guided practise, so I‘ve prepared one for you on The Mental Cyclist 
website (mentalcyclist.com/resources). Here‘s the executive summary:


 — Sit or lie comfortably. If sitting, straighten your upper body, but don‘t stiffen it.  
Drop your head a little bit so your neck isn‘t working too hard.


 — Take Three Mental Breaths and relax.


 — Continue to breathe deeply, and focus on your breathing.


 — Notice any thoughts and feelings, but don‘t react to them. They‘re just thoughts, just 
feelings. 


 — When you find yourself focusing on a thought or feeling, bring your attention back to 
your breathing. Repeat your Three Mental Breaths. Let everything else come and go.


 — Make some notes here about how you felt during the session. In particular, how easy 
or difficult did you find it to let your thoughts and feelings flow?


 — Repeat frequently.


NOTES


TURN THE OUTSIDE WORLD OFF
















INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


Limiting beliefs have consequences. They tell you that you can‘t do something because you 
don‘t have the right resources. But you don‘t need limiting beliefs in your cycling. Nobody 
does. Drilling into them and seeing them for what they are – barriers to having the best 
possible time on your bike – is hugely liberating.


Revisit your remaining limiting beliefs from the previous exercise and pick one that feels most 
important right now. You‘re going to change it from a limiting belief into an achievement 
goal by considering alternatives to X and fixes for Y. You can change either X or Y, or both. 
It doesn‘t matter. What does matter is finding a way to shed this limiting belief and emerge 
with an exciting new goal. 


I CAN‘T DO X:


What are the alternatives for X?    


ACHIEVEMENT GOAL


I can do this: 


NO LIMITS


BECAUSE Y:


How can I change Y? 


By doing this: 












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


Think back to when willpower got you through a sticky situation because you didn‘t have  
a viable alternative. 


WHAT WAS THE SITUATION?
We‘re looking for a situation where you would definitely have done something different if only 
you could, but you couldn‘t.


WHY DID YOU HAVE LIMITED OPTIONS?
What were your options, and why were they worse than the alternative?


HOW DID YOU FEEL WHEN WILLPOWER GOT YOU THROUGH?
What was going on in your head when you forced yourself to do whatever you had to do?


NOT TODAY, SATAN












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


This is one time when it really pays to don the catastrophic thinking cap and indulge the 
most paranoid recesses of your imagination. It will pay off, I promise. One day, something 
really annoying and unpredictable will happens – but you‘ll find yourself fully in control of the 
situation because you‘d planned for (nearly) every eventuality. 


Complete a thorough risk assessment for your next ride. For example, what would you do 
if your chain snapped? It‘s not very likely, I know, but it‘s possible. Could you fix it so you 
can continue? You may find that you make some permanent changes to your kit as a result 
of this exercise, such as packing a chain breaker tool and a quick link in your saddle bag.  
Or what would happen if the route is unfamiliar to you and your bike computer broke? What 
if this happened in an area of poor mobile reception? Perhaps you‘d be smart to download 
an offline map of the area to your phone. But what if your phone ran flat?


So, imagine what could happen, how it would affect you, how you would recover from that, 
and – crucially – what you could do now to mitigate the risks and/or improve your control 
over the situation should it happen. 


CATEGORY: ACCIDENT OR ILLNESS


Situation 


Impact 


Recovery 


Action 


WHAT‘S THE WORST THAT COULD HAPPEN?







CATEGORY: MECHANICAL PROBLEMS 


Situation 


Impact 


Recovery 


Action 


CATEGORY: LOGISTICS OR WEATHER 


Situation 


Impact 


Recovery 


Action 












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


Here‘s a really valuable exercise to practise next time you feel a willpower war brewing in 
your brain. This doesn‘t have to be on your bike – you can practise it each and every time 
you realise you're forcing yourself to do something you really don‘t want to do. Tomorrow 
morning‘s wake-up alarm might be a good place to start. The more you see what‘s 
happening, the better you‘ll get to know yourself. 


SPOT THE CONFLICT
When a willpower war kicks off, recognise the signs but don‘t engage. Take your Three 
Mental Breaths and observe what‘s going on in your head without picking sides. Describe 
the situation here.


WHY WAS IT GOING TO BE A STRUGGLE?
Remember, willpower helps you do something you don‘t want to do. 


WHAT DID YOUR YEAH, BUT VOICE TELL YOU?
What were its most persuasive arguments? 


WATCHING THE WHEELS GO ROUND AND ROUND







HOW DID WILLPOWER FIGHT BACK?
What weapons were deployed?


WHAT HAPPENED?
How did the situation resolve itself?


DID YOU MANAGE TO STAY NEUTRAL AS AN OBSERVER RATHER THAN  
A PARTICIPANT?
It‘s not always easy, but it definitely gets easier with practice. Note any other observations 
about the experience here.












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


We‘re straight into another exercise, so take those Three Mental Breaths and grab yourself  
a coffee. A defence mechanism is a tool that changes the way you behave, but also the way 
you feel. You might like to mentally climb off the saddle at this point and think about yourself 
in a broader context than cycling alone.


WHEN DO YOU NEED TO DEPLOY A DEFENCE MECHANISM?
When does your brain kick into self-preservation mode and throw you a lifeboat?  
Describe typical situations here.


WHY DO YOU FEEL ANXIOUS? 
What are the risk factors? What could go wrong?


STORY TIME







WHAT ARE YOUR DEFENCE MECHANISMS? 
What do you do when faced with something that makes you feel anxious?


HOW DO YOU FEEL WHEN YOU DEPLOY YOUR DEFENCE MECHANISMS? 
Relieved because you‘re now safe from risk? Frustrated because you‘d love to be able  
to face any situation?












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


Think back to the last time you promised yourself a meaningful payoff to make yourself do 
something tough or unpleasant. What was the if/then dialogue in your head? 


WHAT WAS THE SITUATION?
We‘re looking for a situation where you could have done something different, but you found 
a way to persuade yourself to stick with it.


WHAT WAS YOUR IF/THEN DIALOGUE?
Describe the deal you made with yourself.


HOW DID YOU FEEL WHEN WILLPOWER GOT YOU THROUGH?
What was going on in your head when you forced yourself to do whatever you had to do?


PLEASE PLEASE ME












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


List three Do Goals now. That‘s three things you want to do, or three potential challenges 
you might want to set yourself, or three milestones you want to achieve. It doesn‘t matter 
what they are or how you express them. What matters is that each one involves doing 
something that has a clearly defined outcome. 


For example:


 — Complete a particular ride.
 — Set a new personal best.
 — Lose a specified amount of weight.
 — Reach the top of a leader board.
 — Ride 100 miles in a day.
 — Tour a country.
 — Take a year out to ride around the world.


I WANT TO 


THIS WILL BE MEANINGFUL TO ME BECAUSE: 


THIS WILL BE REWARDING FOR ME BECAUSE:


START THE ADVENTURE







I WANT TO 


THIS WILL BE MEANINGFUL TO ME BECAUSE: 


THIS WILL BE REWARDING FOR ME BECAUSE:


I WANT TO 


THIS WILL BE MEANINGFUL TO ME BECAUSE: 


THIS WILL BE REWARDING FOR ME BECAUSE:












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


Have some fun with this! You know what you need to tell yourself, so get it down on paper.  
A good way to start is by looking at your positive affirmations and turning them into 
commands, or imperatives. So “I am a fighter, not a quitter” could become “You will not quit”. 


FIGHTING FIRE WITH F-BOMBS












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


We‘re going to think about the two sides of cycling: the yin and the yang, the up and the 
down, the good and the bad. And we‘re going to start with the bad, because The Devil has 
all the best tunes. Let‘s make a hate list. In fact, let‘s make two: things you don‘t like doing 
and feelings you don‘t like having. Score each from 1-5, where 1 is you don‘t much like it and 
5 is you hate it with a passion. 


I DON‘T LIKE DOING
This might include riding in bad weather, dealing with mechanicals, winter training, dodging 
potholes, spending money on servicing and repairs, coping with horrendous headwinds etc.


Score


I DON‘T LIKE FEELING
This might include fear when descending, pain in your legs when climbing, boredom when 
training, being nervous in traffic, feeling drained when riding long distance etc.


Score


THE THIN LINE BETWEEN LOVE AND HATE












INSIDE KNOWLEDGE


For this exercise, start by recalling an enjoyable ride where you were well within your 
comfort zone. Remember how you felt during the ride. Next, think about a very different 
ride when you‘d definitely bitten off more than you could chew. Perhaps you found yourself 
bonking halfway up a hill. Perhaps you felt deep existential terror as you realised you were 
hopelessly lost in a strange land, with night closing in fast and an angry bear stalking you 
in the shadows. Again, focus on your feelings at the time. Finally, think about a ride where 
you were well outside your comfort zone, but believed – most of the time, at least – that 
you could do this thing.


COMFORT RIDE


I FELT:


WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH







THREAT STATE RIDE


I FELT:


CHALLENGE STATE RIDE


I FELT:











